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Abstract: A Bayesian approach was considered for identifying localized damage occupying two 
separate sites of a Mindlin Plate structure. The method is based on measurement of the first natural 
frequencies of the plate and monitoring the system modal shapes for both the undamaged reference 
state and the actual damaged state. It was assumed that the measured natural frequencies are perturbed 
through a linear additive noisy model with a Gaussian like noise having zero mean. The prior 
information was assumed to be distributed according to a multivariate Gaussian. The prior and noise 
random variables were supposed to be independent mutually and to have proportional diagonal 
covariance matrices. In this case, the Bayesian approach can be applied straightforwardly in order to 
estimate through the condition posterior mean damage distribution undergone by the plate. 
Effectiveness of this approach was discussed finally as function of the two-site damage characteristics. 
The method was found to work well when damages in the two-site have not uneven levels. It predicts 
the most severe damage when levels suffer large disparity.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Under the effect of a localized damage occurring in a structure, mechanical properties undergo some 
variations. These modifications consist in changes appearing essentially in the system global rigidity and 
damping. They can be usefully exploited within the framework of a detection method in order to localize 
damage and to resolve its extent. Detection procedures use generally specific algorithms that take benefit from 
the available information regarding the evolution of structural vibration modes while the structure sets out from 
the reference state assumed to be undamaged to the actual damaged state. In case of an isolated localized 
damage extending over a relatively small domain, measurement of modal frequencies has been used fructuously 
with the finite element method in identifying the damage site (Cawley and Adams, 1979). A numerical method 
which was recognized capable of finding out the location of a variable depth crack situated in a beam by using 
the first three undamaged and damaged measured modal frequencies has been presented (Chinchalkar, 2001). 
 In practice, frequency based methods suffer from a major handicap, as measurement of modal properties at 
low frequencies may not reveal the existence of damage when its degree of severity is relatively small. In order 
to overcome these shortcomings, enhanced modal based techniques have been introduced (Guo and Zhang, 
2006; Li et al., 2006). They use modal strain energy (MSE) and modal shapes which are known to be more 
sensitive to small defects presence than modal frequencies. Damage identification was like this performed by 
monitoring modal shapes variations (Pindey and Biswas, 1995; Sazonov and Klinkhachorn, 2005). Hu et al. 
(2006) and Hu and Wu (2009) have considered modal analysis and modal strain energy for detection of 
delamination defect taking place in laminated composites. Modal analysis was used to provide modal 
frequencies and modal shapes which enabled to calculate strain energy by means of the Differential Quadrature 
(DQ) method (Bellman et al., 1972; Bert and Malik 1996).   
 From a practical point of view, serious limitations affect the previous methods which are based on 
measurement of vibration modal properties. They perform well, in fact, only for isolated damage sites, and when 
in addition the damage exceeds some critical size. They stop conversely to be effective when the damage is 
characterized by a multi-site pattern and when discrepancy of damage level is large as function of the damaged 
sites (Cawley and Adams, 1979; Guo and Li, 2012).  
 In this work, detection of a multi-site damage is considered through the Bayesian approach. Two damage 
detection methods are coupled in this situation. The first method is based on modal frequencies changes as 
function of damage level. The second one is the MSE based method which is based on monitoring the first 
modal shapes for both the undamaged and the damaged structure. Damage is assumed to occur in two separate 
sites of an elastic plate, with the possibility to have uneven levels on them. The MSE is used at first in order to 
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assess prior information regarding the actual damage suffered by the plate structure. Then, the monitored shifts 
of the first modal frequencies are considered through a linear inversion problem in order to identify the actual 
damage characteristics. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Modal Strain Energy and Damage Index: 
 Let’s consider a homogenous elastic rectangular plate and x, y  the Cartesian coordinates defined by taking 

the origin at the bottom-left edge of the plate and the two axes parallel to the plate boundaries. The plate is 
supposed to be simply supported on all its edges and is assumed to be divided into small elements obtained by 
using a mesh consisting of xN regular segments along x-axis and yN  along regular segments y-axis. We denote 

u  the bending strain energy associated to a given domain of the plate. The MSE associated to bending for the 

undamaged element designated x ye 1, N N     and for mode number k of the plate writes (Cawley and 

Adams, 1979) 
 

e,k e e,ku D                                  (1) 
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where eD  is the plate bending rigidity for the element e which is assumed to be constant on this element, e  its 

surface,   Poisson’s coefficient and k the kth modal shape of the plate.  

Crack type damage affects essentially stiffness of the structure without modifying significantly its mass 
distribution. The MSE for the damaged structure for the element   and mode number   can be written thus under 
the following form 
 

* * *
e,k e e,ku D                                                                                                                                        (3)  

 
where the star in exponent position indicates the damaged state of the plate. Note that damage is supposed here 
to modify the local bending rigidity and global mode shapes. 
 Denoting mod esN  the total number of selected modes at operating modal truncation, the strain energy of 

element e  for the undamaged and damaged structure can be written, respectively 
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   . Effective computation of the element quantities e  and *
e  uses 

the DQ method as described in (Bellman et al., 1972; Bert and Malik; 1996). 
Let’s introduce now a damage indicator defined as 
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then  e 0,1   and * *

e e e eU (1 d )D   . One can notice that e 0   corresponds to an undamaged element 

while e 1   indicates a high level of damage for which complete loss of bending is experienced by the 

considered element. 
To eliminate the undamaged bending rigidity eD , let’s introduce the following elementary damage index 
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 A common proposed method that serves to estimate damage level existing in element number e  consists in 
assuming that the element strain energy undergoes only small changes, such as eF 1. This gives 

 
*

e e e1 /                                                                                                                                                         (7) 

 
which defines the element damage index as indicated in (Cawley and Adams, 1979).  
 Note that eF 1 constitutes only a practical approximation, yielding that evaluation of the strain energy 

ratio *
e eU / U  is not needed for estimating e , which can thus be determined by monitoring the first modal 

shapes of the plate in order to get the ratio *
e e/  . 

 Guo and Li (Guo and Li, 2012) have used the concept of MSE and the frequency based method within the 
framework of Bayesian approach in association with an optimisation algorithm. The proposed method has 
enabled localizing multiple-site damage in a truss like structure. The considered damage level varied between 
15% and 20% stiffness reduction.   
 Considering Bayesian approach, a procedure is proposed in the following for the problem of multi-site 
damage identification occurring on Mindlin plates. This will be performed in two steps. In the first step, 
estimation of e is provided by equation (7) for which the hypothesis eF 1 is assumed. Then, the frequency 

based method is applied to quantify accurate damage extent. The prior information facilitated by applying as the 
first step the MSE method enables to identify the conditional mean of the posterior probability density function 
and to estimate thus damage level experienced by each element of the plate. 
 Let’s recall that the frequency based method is derived for a linear structure for which damage resulting 
from small cracks is assumed to remain controlled so as to affect only slightly the local stiffness (Guo and Li, 
2012). The obtained model writes then 
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and matrix G is obtained by summation of the contributions of each element given by 
 

t
ke k e kG K                                                                                                                                   (10) 

 
where eK  is the elemental stiffness matrix of element e , ed the damage coefficient associated to this element, 

and k  and k  the angular frequencies associated to the undamaged and damaged structure, respectively. ed  is 

defined like e in equation (5), but in the present case it is searched for as unknown of equation (8), while for 

the damage index of equation (5) it is explicitly given by equation (7) as a result of  mode shapes monitoring. 
 
Bayesian Approach: 
 We consider the inverse problem defined by equation (8), which is written according to Bayesian approach 
under the following form 
  

GD Noise                                                                                                                                                     (11) 
 
where Noise is an additive noise perturbating the measure of frequencies shifts, and   and D are the two 
random variables describing observations and damage, respectively. 
 The measured vector   and the unknown vector characterizing damage d  enable to define the following 
posterior probability density function 
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where pr (d)  is the prior probability density function reflecting the available prior information about damage, 

( / d)   is the likelihood probability density function giving the probability that observation is   when damage 

level is given by vector d , finally ( )   is the probability density function of observations. 

 Assuming that noise has a vanishing mean and that the random variables D  and   are distributed according 
to independent multivariate Gaussians with respective covariance matrices that are proportional to identity: 

2
0D (d , I)�  and 2Noise (0, I)� , then   is also Gaussian (Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005), and 
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 When taking into account the observation  , estimation of the posterior conditional mean d  defining the 
most likely damage pattern suffered by the structure (Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005), can be obtained through 
accomplishing two tasks: estimation of the prior mean 0d  and inversion of the matrix t 2 2G G ( / )I   . 

Estimation of the prior mean is performed by means of equation (7) where eF 1  is set. This renders the fact 

that the quasi-totality of elements undergoes no damage with quasi-certain probability. Thus by taking 

ed [0,1] , the following estimation can be obtained  

 

 
x y

*
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                                                                                                                                    (16) 

 To calculate the covariance matrix post , the hypothesis regarding knowledge of the parameters   and   is 

not a severe limitation. This is because, determination of noise level   can be achieved experimentally and the 

value 1/ 12  , which is obtained for a uniform probability density function of  D  over the interval [0,1] , 

can be used. 

 Determination of d  enables estimating damage suffered by each element of the structure, i.e. ed , and then 

performing damage localization by just examining the elements for which this index takes large values. It should 
be noticed however, that in contrast to the MSE based method which gives a damage indicator without any 
possibility of quantifying it with sufficient precision, the procedure presented here is expected to provide a more 

accurate quantification of damage through calculation of vector d .  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 Let’s consider a plate, figure 1, having a uniform thickness 2h 10 m  and made from a homogeneous 

elastic material with the following properties: Young’s modulus 11E 2 10 Pa   and Poisson coefficient 

1 0.3  . The plate density is 37800 kg.m  . The plate which is assumed to be simply pinned on all its boards 

has a square geometry with x yL L 1m  . 

 The plate is discretized by using x yN N 10   segments. Yielding hence a total number of 100 Q4 

elements of Mindlin plate type, for which the shearing factor is fixed at 5 / 6  .  
 Two damage sites are assumed to co-exist on the plate. They correspond to the patches having red colour in 
figure 1, while the patches with green colour indicate the locations of four sensors labelled as follows: sensor #1 
is located at left-bottom; sensor #2 at right-bottom; sensor #3 at let-top and sensor #4 at right-top.  
 Multiple sensors are required in order to carry out more accurately the MSE based method. This last 
consists in an impact excitation which is performed by means of a hammer that hits a given mesh node and the 
response, in terms of transverse displacement, is registered at each sensor location. Theoretically one sensor is 
sufficient, but accuracy will be tremendously enhanced with additional sensors, as the signal can be more 
intense for those among them situated in the neighbourhood of the excitation point. The advantage is that the 
effect of noise can then be drastically reduced. 
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Fig.  1: Plate mesh showing two damage sites, patches in blue colour, while four sensors locations are indicated 

in green colour. 
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Fig. 2: Identified damage sites by means of the MSE based method when applied alone; the four sensors are 

considered separately. 
 
 In the actual simulation the damage in the lower part of the plate is chosen to correspond to a loss of 
stiffness representing 15% of the undamaged initial stiffness, while damage in the upper part is assumed to 
result from only 10% loss of the original stiffness. The built-up finite elements model of the composite plate 
enabled calculation of the first 12 modes. These have been employed to calculate e  and *

e  in order to 

estimate 0d  according to equation (16). The average displacement measured by the four sensors was used 

during this simulation. Now, by fixing the noise level at the value 1  , equation (14) enables estimating the 

elemental damage distribution over the plate. This prediction is achieved by integrating the information 
associated to the observed changes in the first 12 modal frequencies. 
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 Figure 2 shows the predicted damage locations, when a single sensor is used alone. The predictions are 
those obtained by performing the MSE based method alone, i.e. equation (7) in which eF 1  was set. One can 

notice that sensors 1, 2 and 4 achieve exact prediction of the damage sites, while sensor 3 fails to find the right 
damage locations, even if it indicates the most severe damaged site. By averaging responses due to more sensors 
one can see here that sensors 1, 2 and 4 will enforce the average response to be exact.  
 The overage displacement measured by the four sensors is considered subsequently within the context of 
Bayesian approach. Figure 3(a) shows that identification of the damage sites is perfect. Figure 3(b) gives the 

amplitude of damage level d  in terms of the element number, as it can be estimated from Bayesian inversion of 
equation (11). Labelling of elements was performed by taking the lexicographic order when the horizontal 
direction varies faster than the vertical one.  
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Fig. 3: Damage characteristics as identified by using the Bayesian approach; (a) damage sites, (b) defect 
magnitude as function of the element number according to a lexicographic labeling with the horizontal 

direction changing more rapidly ( d ). 
 
 So, the identified damaged sites according to this labeling have the numbers 14 and 75. In fact, simulations 
have shown that the obtained results do not depend on the number of selected modes as long as this is comprised 

between 10 and 30. They do not depend also on damping when this last is taken in the interval 3 210 ,5 10    . 
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Fig. 4: Damage characteristics as predicted by Bayesian approach for the two sites damage levels 10% and  5%; 

(a) damage location,  (b) damage amplitude ( d ). 
 
Other numerical tests not shown here have permitted to make the following remarks:  
- The proposed methodology performs very well when the two damages have the same degree of severity; it 
continues to predict with perfect accuracy damage sites even for a damage magnitude as low as 2% of stiffness 
loss. 
- Performance of the proposed method decreases when dissimilarity of damage levels present in the two sites 
increases, and also when their magnitudes decrease. For instance, if instead of working with damage levels 
representing respectively 15% and 10% of stiffness loss (those associated to figure 3), we have worked with 
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only 10% and 5%, then the method fails to identify the right damage pattern as shown in figure 4(a). It will 
concentrates however the two predictions in two locations that are not far from the site suffering the highest 
damage level, and provides good approximation of damage level in that site as shown in figure 4(b). 
 
Conclusions: 
 A Bayesian approach combining modal strain energy based method and the classical frequency based 
method was developed in order to perform detection for two-site damage configuration occurring on a Mindlin 
plate. This has proven to yield better results than the two methods taken separately. The approach has enabled to 
identify the correct level of damage suffered by each site when dissimilarity of damage levels remained 
moderate. The obtained results have shown also that damage localisation can be achieved with excellent 
accuracy whenever the damaged sites suffered the same level of damage. The methodology can be applied to 
dissimilar multi-site damage detection, but for relatively high damage strength and low dissimilarity existing 
between the damaged sites; otherwise it predicts only the most damaged site, ignoring the lowest one.    
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